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Introduction 
The “Visual Story Competition: moving from the year of youth to the year of skills” 
is about showcasing young/future mobility professionals’ visions for the future of mobility. 

Throughout the European Year of Youth (2022), the CIVITAS Community gained fresh 
insights, knowledge, feedback, and new visions for sustainable mobility futures via 
engagement with young people. To synthesise and build on these inputs, CIVITAS ELEVATE 
has convened this youth competition. 

 

Visual Story Competition call 
Youth ages 18-27 are invited to share visual stories about sustainable mobility. Use 
these stories to share what you took away from the year of youth, how you would like to 
see sustainable mobility evolve the next year(s), and the skills you need to help make this 
a reality (more detailed guidelines and prompts in the text that follows). Your visual story 
should draw on the 10 CIVITAS Thematic Areas. 

 

The requirements 
Applicants are invited to share a “visual story” made up of photos and/or illustrations 
strung together with text or a companion written storyline. The visual stories should all 
connect to one or more of the 10 CIVITAS Thematic Areas.  

The visual story should be a response to at least one of the following questions: 

1. What would you like to see in the future of mobility?  
2. What would you definitely not like to see in the future of mobility?   
3. What skills do you need to achieve your dream mobility future? 

Each submission should consist of:  

 No more than five visuals (photos and/or illustrations), minimum 1 MB each. 
 A written story line in English (min. 250 words, max. 500 words), which either 

connects or complements the visuals, and which answers at least one of the above-
mentioned questions  

 Completed submission form with basic personal information 
 Minimum 100 words to explain how the prize (a 1-month Interrail ticket) would 

help the participant to advance their mobility career. 

  

https://civitas.eu/thematic-areas
https://civitas.eu/thematic-areas
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Competition conditions 
By participating, the submitter agrees that all material submitted will become the 
property of CIVITAS and can be used by CIVITAS for its own communication. CIVITAS 
commits to always give proper credit to the submitter as the illustrator or photographer 
whenever using any of these materials. 

Submissions must meet the following criteria:  

 The submitter is a currently enrolled Bachelor, Master or PhD student at an EU 
institution.   

 The submitter’s age is between 18 and 27 years.  
 Visual story is submitted with no more than five visuals, and a written story line in 

English, which is minimum 250 words, and no more than 500 words. 
 For any pictures that include people who are recognisable (i.e. their faces are 

visible), the submitter must submit a signed form in which all recognisable people 
consent to having their image used and shared. Such a form is provided in the final 
page of this call. 

 Any images or illustrations submitted are either originals created by the submitter, 
or are properly credited to the original photographer/illustrator. 

 The visual story is submitted before 27 February 2023 at 17:00 CET (Brussels 
time). 

Submission will be judged by an expert jury including European Commission 
representatives, a representative of the CIVITAS Political Advisory Committee, and 
members of the CIVITAS Community spanning its coordination team and CIVINETs. 

Submissions will be judged based on: 

 Quality of the photos and/or illustrations    
 Quality of written storyline 
 Connection to (at least one of) the 10 CIVITAS thematic areas   
 Response to at least one of the three guiding questions 

 

Why participate 
CIVITAS ELEVATE will award five winners with online Interrail tickets for 1 month based 
on the aforementioned criteria.  

Entries and winners will also have their work showcased and their names credited across 
CIVITAS channels. Finally, winning visuals will be printed and used at photo exhibitions. 
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Annex: photo consent form 
 

 

 

 

  

Declaration of Consent:  

With this consent form, I agree to allow CIVITAS ELEVATE to use the specific photo material 
of me, as captured and submitted as part of the CIVITAS ELEVATE Youth Visual Story 
Competition in February 2023. The CIVITAS ELEVATE programme confirms that it has not 
yet shared any of these materials publicly, and that they will not use this material without 
my explicit consent. 

CIVITAS ELEVATE is responsible for data processing according to General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR). Contact: communications@civitas.eu 

I also permit CIVITAS ELEVATE to distribute the produced material royalty-free, in all 
media. This includes, but is not limited to, digital distribution on the programme website, 
and on social media channels of the CIVITAS Initiative, as well as the social media channels 
of its key partners. This may also include distribution in newsletters and Initiative-related 
publications. 

I understand that I can withdraw my consent at any time, and am not required to provide 
any justification for doing so. I can do so by contacting: communications@civitas.eu. 

 

 

 

__________________________________ 

Place, Date   

__________________________________ 

Signature 

 

 

This material is produced as part of CIVITAS ELEVATE Coordination and Support Action funded by the European Union Horizon 

2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 824228. 

 


